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The meaning of black-on-blue and the link with dark grey.
An overview of the most important idea’s behind this colour code by means
of examples from publicity and art.
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This paper gives an overview of part 1 of the
case study lecture 5, ‘The meaning of words
with AAO-sound’. (see Courses & Case studies
2008 on the Training page of www.genecode.be.)
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INTRODUCTION
In the idea’s group of black-on-blue are the
attack, the unclean and the border important
terms. The attack is a border crossing which
can take place on a personal but also on a
social area. As a result of an unclean situation
the attack can be aimed towards the body by
contamination, or to property by robbery. On
the social area there is the attack on the environment by pollution. And there is the attack
on the social body where it concerns offences
of the borders of decency or of divisions of
uncleanliness according to profession or social
status.
With black-on-blue a definite border is exceeded such as between life and death or the period between evening and night. Everything
what is behind the border is unclean. It is a
twilight zone in which secret things happen
and must be kept hidden.
This colour combination concerns finally the
death and all torments which precede death
such as ageing, decay and sickness. We see
that designers in some cases choose rather
for the alternative dark grey colour shade, like
in the imaging of undertakers mainly is the
case.
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ATTACK
It’s about the direct physical attack which
threatens property such as being deprived, the
looting, the robbery. It is also the person who
carries out the attack, the attacker, the brigand
or thief like in this screenshot of the Internet
site of a security company showing a burglar
in action. (1)
BORDER
The robbery is a crossing of the borders of
private property. But the idea of the border and
the crossing is much more extended.
1

THE MENTAL ATTACK
Borderline means border. A borderline personality disorder attack brings the patient in a
suicidal state of depression. “Torn between
anger and melancholy” is how the German
rock band Painbastard describes their recent
CD Borderline. (2)
UNCLEAN
Everything what is dirty and sordid taken literal; the medical term of uncleanness that acts
on the human body, as well as figuratively;
pollution which takes place in a social context.
The unclean, according to Mary Douglas in
‘Purity and Danger’, is "matter out of place".
Things out of place cause obscurity, haziness,
disorder.

thief

2

3

stain

THE ATTACK ON THE ENVIRONMENT
Pollution of rivers, earth and air that makes
sick and leads to infertility.
As a metaphor for pollution and for its impact,
a desolate landscape is often used. A wasteland that became infertile caused by pollution
too far progressed.
The two examples on the right show on the
one hand the use of black-on-blue (3) and on
the other hand the use of the colour tint dark
grey (4) to portray the same topic.
4
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THE PHYSICAL ATTACK
It’s about the physical attack or sudden illness
that is connected with contagion. The patient
is considered as unclean. One avoids physical
contact from fear for contamination. In this
advertisement for painkillers of Alka-Seltzer
(5) the sickness is presented as a pollution in
black-on-blue. The means for cure is the purifying pill in white-on-blue.

immaculate

5

ATTACKS AGAINST THE SOCIAL BODY
Misconduct against the etiquette are attacks
on the social body and therefore unclean. One
speaks of dirty language if someone curses.
Other keywords are impolite, uncivilised, uneducated, embarrassing or outrageous. The
borders of social acceptability are exceeded
with this behaviour. Such as the cursing character Captain Haddock from the Adventures
of Tintin which is always wearing a blue pullover with a black anchor at the front.(6)
Certain dangers threaten the social system,
f.i. unclean drives. The society has the inclination to consider all what is strange and unknown as unclean. F.i. that which comes from
the other side of the border. Aliens and refugees are frequently associated with uncleanliness and are considered as a danger for the
society also because they would steal. (7)

6

7

Often these people are poor. Poverty leads to
homelessness and an uncertain roaming existence. Begging homeless or poor refugees
are considered as a social pollution.
Picasso lays in this work ‘Poor People on
Shore’ a link between poverty and the colour
combination black-on-blue. (8)

8
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UNCLEAN PROFESSIONS
Unclean professions are among other things
derived from the physical border areas. Everything what leaves the human body such as
saliva, blood, milk, urine, dung or tears has,
simply by appearing, exceeded the borders of
the body. This also applies to what is removed
from the outside of the body - skin, nails, cutoff hair, sweat.

9

barber shop

Some types of labour correspond with the excretion functions of the body, for example the
work of laundry or cleaning service people or
hairdressers (9).

10

dig

In the Hindu society unclean professions are
filled in by the Pariahs who are doomed to
perform the dirtiest and humblest work, so that
the higher castes can remain protected from
physical contamination. But also in the west
heavy labour is consider as unclean such as
the work of street or chimney sweepers (10).

11

The advertisement "where the border lies?"
(11) uses the dark grey shade as a background
colour and refers this way to what lies behind
the border, namely slavery and exploitation.
To perform the dirtiest work, for a pittance or
even entirely without remunerations and under
compulsion, is together with poverty and refugee entirely in the same sphere of black-onblue.
The exploitation is pictured by using bands or
chains which tire the servant down and paralyse him (12). The critical cartoon with as a title
‘Slave to Work’ (13) shows the chained foot
as a way to image the exploitation of clerks.
12
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14

THE UNCLEAN FOOT
The foot is unclean because it is in contact
with the ground. For this reason it is sometimes connected with death. F.i. in ‘standing
with one foot in the grave’.
foot

Other terms that are related to foot and which
refers to dying are: tiring, tired, collapse, paralysed, powerless, weakness. (15, 16)
16

15

With the colour combination ‘black-blue’ Max
Lüscher comments in his colour test: ”whishes
to be left alone”.
OLD AGE AND DECAY
Old age is the situation which precedes dying.
It is the end of living and this end is usually
coincided with sickness and the breakdown of
functions.

paralysed

The infirmities of old age, such as sickness,
decay and invalidity, are treated by the pharmaceutical industry. In this advertisement of
Procter&Gamble (17) the decay by lack of calcium is presented by the black shade. A dark
black-on-blue spot above the shadow give the
patient a foreboding of the torments which
awaits him while getting older.
Van Gogh gives his interpretation of old age
in this painting ‘Old man in Sorrow (On the
Threshold or Eternity)’ (18) expressing his own
torments during the last months of his life. This
painting is called one of the most well-known
examples of human sadness.

17

18
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THE MISER
black-on-blue or dark grey are appropriate colours to express social exploitation such as
slavery and poverty. A situation which is
caused by heartless greed and profit. In this
illustration (19) is reflected how the society
looks like when the misers win. The social ratio
between left and right, poor and rich becomes
so wide that large parts of the working population fall into a situation of total poverty and
famine. Several cultures also lay a link between unclean and the political left working or
lower class.

19

The picture of 'The Miser' of Molière (20) is
that of a miser represented with a closed trunk.
That trunk contains its economically saved up
wealth that he keeps scrupulously to himself.
This detail from the painting of Jeroen Bosh
'The Death and the Miser ' from 1490 (21)
shows the importance of the money trunk for
the miser. The miser is twice pictured in this
painting. In his deathbed and as younger man,
in a sober attire because he sits on his money,
but full of satisfaction because he can add
another coin to his trunk.

20

Finally a quote of Sierra Leone: "death has the
key which opens the money trunk of the miser."
ANCESTORS
The closed trunk is not a picture that is exclusively coupled to the miser. Within the meaning
group of black-on-blue it fits also in a mysterious environment. The mystery which accompanies a secret trunk is often related to ancestors. The character Captain Haddock in the
Adventures of Tintin, finds a trunk in his attic
with indications to his ancestor. Among which
the fascinating logbook of knight François van
Haddoque that contains the secret of the Unicorn. (22)

21

ancestor

22
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The ancestors also appear in dead cults. This
is especially customary in Asian countries
where they make part of ancestor veneration.
One celebrates the date of death of the ancestor.

23

In the Italian/Japanese cartoon ‘The Grandfather’ (23) the old man is represented in blackon-blue. In the text is said that he hides a secret.
TO HIDE AND HID
The hidden lies behind the border or what one
hides for attackers. Compare robbery, enigmatic, mysteriously. The secret has been hidden in a closed trunk or is put behind a closed
door. The lock makes those contents inaccessible for invaders. The one who can open the
lock has access to the secret and thus crosses
the border of confidentiality.

24

secret

25

The secret passage does lead often to cellarlike locations. Underground tunnels are a
favourite setting in adventure stories. In comic
strips it occurs often in the colours black-onblue. (25)

26

Underground corridors are associated with
death. The catacombs of the first Christians
were underground cemeteries.
In this fragment from ED and AD, ‘The track
of Baphomet’ (27) all kinds of black-on-blue
ideas are brought together in one scene. There
is the underground location, there is the treasure in the trunks, there is the coffin and the
corpse and finally there is the miserly old man
who forces the children by its greed to slave
labour.
27
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MUSIC
The KBC bank lays a number of black-on-blue
links in their publicity video (28). The animation
starts with a big black keyhole arousing a feeling of secrets. The camera zooms in. We see
a piano in dark surroundings and hear music.
It proves to be the bank notes which press the
keys.
There is a link between music and mystery. In
old cultures such as the Chinese the inspiring
functioning of sounds was sensed as a riddle.
With the mysteries there is also the trunk which
is in this context the music box. The little case
where music comes from.
In this fragment from the comic strip ‘The jewels of Bianca Castafiore, the adventures of
Tintin’ (31), Tintin unmasks the mysterious unknown person who has stolen the emerald
while the piano plays. We see here again several black-on-blue topics united in one picture
namely music, secret and robbery.

29
31

With black-on-blue it concerns a certain type
of music. Music which arouses passion but
which is also melancholic. We situate melancholic music rather within traditional music.
But also in popular music often the torments
of living, the loss or unanswered desiring are
sung. The top of disconsolate music is the
Requiem which is performed during burial
messes in the catholic church.
There is an unmistakable link between music
and death like in this political cartoon of GAL
(32). Mr. Claes, then head of the NATO plays
piano on a war weapon. In former times music
was made from twilight till dusk to forget the
fear of death. Music plays also an important
role on the sinking Titanic.

30

music

32
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DEATH
With death we have ended up on the last important subject that belong to the idea’s of
black-on-blue. Death is also considered as a
border crossing. The border between life and
death is the dieing. (33)
The living meet the dead on the battle field
such as pictured in this painting ‘After the battle’ of Vodkine (34). What remains is a desolate
landscape, a wasteland from which seems all
life disappeared.

33

The grave is the last place to rest, the place
where one hides the corpse. We speak of dust
rests, residue or vestiges. That is the consequence of the body falling apart, the decomposition. The dead’s stay in graves, in holes in
the ground, in catacombs, in coffins. At night
they can come to 'life' as zombies. The cemetery is a grateful setting for the horror movie.
(35)

34

There are several symbolic representations of
death. There is the black camel passing
through a lifeless desert which presents death
in large parts of Asia. In western culture it is
the bat, occupant of underground caverns. The
animal often proves to be announcer of death.
In the western dead cult of Halloween it is often
presented (37). The bat is also sensed as an
unclean animal.

35
37

36

The one that takes life is sometimes presented
as the mower or the harvester. Its instrument
is the scythe or the sickle (36).
Undertakers choose in their imaging rather for
the dark grey colour instead of the alternative
black-on-blue combination (38).

grave
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Also in this context there is a trunk: the coffin
or the urn. It is each time again a combination
of a blue barge with on top a black lid that
closes the box or pot. This Internet page of a
supplier of coffins (39) wants to emphasise the
desolate feeling of a decease by showing a
photograph of a wasteland.
The 'dead’s’ belong to the past, the border
behind us. The cult of death becomes sometimes an ancestor veneration, a known example is Chinese Confucianism. There is also a
link with rules of purity. The most known country of the cults of the dead’s is the Egypt of the
pharaohs and for this reason it is called the
kingdom of death. (40)

39

coffin

Both in the Egyptian cult of death and in the
Viking period in the Bronze Age the deceased
was led on a boat (boat grave also called dead
ship) to the ' other ' side. The Titanic, after the
disastrous accident, became in the minds of
the public also a dead ship and is often
represented as one. There exist a lot of myths
and legends concerning dead ships. Once
again they are often linked with a mystery or
a treasure. (41)
Finally death is the end of living. The end is
the last stage behind which nothing is left unless a desolate emptiness. This feeling of final
end is expressed successfully in black and
blue in this fragment from the comic strip ‘The
Dealer of Ideas 1’, from Berthet - Cossu (42).
“... What does it matter anyway...”, "Nothing
matters anymore...". The death of its big love
Lo makes the life of John Diller meaningless.

THE END

40

41

tail
42
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LIST OF IMAGES
1. SecuriPlus, security company
2. Painbastard "Borderline"
3. Pollution
4. Wasteland #1
5. Headache, gastralgia ...
6. Captain Haddock
7. The Silver Sword
8. Poor people on shore
9. Style & Creation
10. The chimney sweepers
11. Where lies the border?

Screenshot from the intro animation http://www.securiplus.be/
CD-cover of the German rock band Painbastard
Illustration from a magazine of the Jehovah's Witnesses.
By Antony Johnston and Christopher Mitten, published by ONI PRESS
Advertisement Alka-Seltzer, pain killer
The Adventures of Tintin, Hergé. Casterman Publisher.
by IAN SERAILLIER : Published by Jonathan Cape Ltd. 1956.
Pablo Picasso
L'OREAL professionel, Paris.
Mary Poppins movie, 1964. Director: Robert Stevenson.
A publication of the Belgian organisation 'Network' against
human rights violations by companies.
12. Slave trade
Writer Susan Wright. (Mass Market Paperback)
13. Slave to work
istock photography
14. By foot
Leaflet of a Belgian travel agency.
15. Home arrest
Illustration from a Belgian medical magazine.
16. Tired from working
merelnet.be/index.php?s=specialiseerde
17. Osteodidronel + Cacit 500.
Advertisement of Procter & Gamble Pharmaceuticals.
18. Old Man in Sorrow (On the Threshold of Eternity) Van Gogh.
19. The Great Wealth Transfer
Illustration by Victor Juhasz. RollingStone magazine online.
20. The Miser
Character of Molière.
21. Death and the Miser
Detail of the painting of Hieronymus Bosch, National Gallery of Art, Washington
22. Knight van Haddock
The secret of the Unicorn, The Adventures of Tintin, Hergé. Casterman Publishers.
23. The grandfather
Rusty Red. Screenplay, direction, composition Francesco Filippi
production design Mauro Dal Bo animation Fabrizio Carosio colour Marco Martis.
24. The Secret Passage
Nina Bawden
25. Secret underground passage. Snoesje and Burokratz the Vampire. Dupuis Publisher. R.Macherot.
26. Ready for the unexpected.
Zurich Insurance Group.
27. ED en AD, The track of Baphomet. Cadot and Bom. Lombard Publisher.
28. How well do you know your money? Commercial animation video from KBC bank.
29. BMW cars.
Advertisement.
30. Party with dancing lessons
Leaflet of vzw Natuurlijk Genezen
31. The Jewels of Bianca Castafiore. The Adventures of Tintin, Hergé. Casterman Publishers.
32. A cartoon of Belgian artist GAL in Knack magazine.
33. Camille on her deathbed
Monet. 1879, Orsay.
34. After the battle
Kouzma Petrov-Vodkine, 1923.
35. Night of the Living Dead
George A. Romero's landmark cheapie horror film. Director: George
A. Romero. Studio: Mill Creek Entertainment
36. Celebrity Death
Eliot Cowan. Eurovision Art Challenge. www.ulimeyer.com/eurovision/
37. Halloween graveyard
yo2boy.wordpress.com/2007/10/
38. The business of death
Video by Alejandro Cardenas, Daniel Cardenas.
39. Loom, Woven coffins.
Home page. http://www.loom.nl/
40. The Royal Tombs of Egypt.
By Zahi Hawass. Photographs by Sandro Vannini. Published by Thames
and Hudson, 2006.
41. The Dead Ship of Harpswell.
Poster of movie.
42. The Dealer of Ideas 1
Berthet - Cossu. Blitz Publisher.
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